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Introduction

Flexagons are rings of hinged polygons that have the intriguing property of displaying 
different pairs of faces when they are flexed. They are usually made of paper but other 
materials are sometimes used. Workable paper models of flexagons are easy to make 
and entertaining to manipulate. Flexagons have a surprisingly complex mathematical 
structure, and just how a flexagon works is not obvious on casual examination of a 
paper model. Flexagons are motion structures that have an infinite number of states 
(positions). An umbrella is an everyday example of a motion structure. The aesthetic 
appeal of flexagons is in their dynamic behaviour rather than the static appeal of, say, 
polyhedra. For example, the well known stella octangula shown in Figure 1. One of 
the attractions of flexagons is that it is possible to explore their dynamic behaviour
experimentally as well as theoretically. Flexagons may be appreciated at three 
different levels. Firstly as toys or puzzles, secondly as a recreational mathematics 
topic, and finally as a subject of serious mathematical study. Reference [1] is a 
compendium and guide to flexagons. It is the source of statements below not 
specifically referenced or described.

Figure 1. The stella octangula. A compound of two regular tetrahedra.

An edge flexagon consists of a band of identical polygons hinged at common edges 
by edge hinges. The individual polygons in a flexagon, called leaves, are usually 
identical (congruent) and are usually regular convex polygons. If one hinge of a band 
is disconnected the band can be laid flat and used as a net to construct a flexagon.
Point flexagons were discovered in 2007 by Scott Sherman [2]. In a point flexagon 
adjacent leaves are connected at vertices by point hinges. Ideally, a  point hinge 
permits relative rotation between the two leaves, but not relative twisting. In paper 
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models of point flexagons point hinges are approximated by paper strips. However, 
paper models of point flexagons are awkward to manipulate and they are not 
photogenic.

The Trihexaflexagon and the Fundamental Triangle Point Flexagon

The trihexaflexagon is an edge flexagon that consists of 9 equilateral triangles, and 
was the first type of flexagon to be discovered (by Arthur Stone in 1939). Figure 2
shows a main position of a commercially available model of a trihexaflexagon. In 
appearance it is a hinged ring of 6 equilateral triangles with a hexagonal outline, 
hence flexible hexagon or flexagon, a term which now has a more general meaning. 
The model shown in the figure has wooden leaves and fabric hinges. There are three 
different main positions in each of which a different pairs of faces is displayed. These 
main positions appear in cyclic order in a 3-cycle. For an animation of the 
trihexaflexagon being flexed see Reference [3]. Its net is shown in Figure 3. The 
triangles at the ends of the net are half thickness and magnetised so that they can be 
fastened together to make a single leaf. Reference [3] includes an animation of how to 
assemble the flexagon, where it is called a crazy coaster.

Figure 2. A main position of a wooden model of the trihexaflexagon.

Figure 3. Net for the wooden trihexaflexagon.

The net for a paper model of a trihexaflexagon is shown in Figure 4. As assembled the 
flexagon is in main position 2(1) with leaves numbered 2 on the upper face and leaves 
numbered 1 on the lower face. The flexagon is a Möbius band, with three half twists,
and therefore exists in two enantiomorphic (mirror image) forms. To construct the 
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enantiomorph, transfer the numbers that are outside the brackets on the upper face of a 
leaf to the lower face, and delete from the upper face. Many flexagons exists as an 
enantiomorphic pair. The two enantiomorphs of a flexagon are not usually regarded as 
distinct forms. To flex to main position 3(2) pinch together leaves numbered 2 
together in pairs. This can be done in two ways, only one of which will work. Then 
unfold to main position 3(2) and so on round the 3-cycle.

Figure 4. Net for a paper model of the trihexaflexagon. Crease the lines between 
leaves to form hinges. Transfer the numbers that are in brackets on the upper 
face of a leaf to the lower face, and delete from the upper face. Join the ends 
(dashed lines) with transparent tape.

Figure 5. Net for a paper model of the fundamental triangle point flexagon. Fold until 
leaves numbered 1 are visible. Crease the lines across the strips joining 
leaves. Transfer the numbers that are in brackets on the upper face of a leaf 
to the lower face, and delete from the upper face. Fold leaves with the same 
number together until only leaves numbered 1 are visible, and join the ends
by gluing the square tab on the right to the paper strip on the left.

The net for a paper model of  the fundamental triangle point flexagon is shown in 
Figure 5. It is analogous to the trihexaflexagon and is a Möbius band, with one half 
twist. As assembled the flexagon has the appearance of an equilateral triangle, and is 
in intermediate position 1. That is the number 1 is visible on both faces. It can be 
flexed around a 3-cycle as follows. Unfold one of the leaves to reach a main position, 
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as shown in Figure 6. This will be either main position 2(1) or main position 3(1). 
Note that the paper strips approximating point hinges are distorted. Fold the single 
leaf underneath to reach another intermediate position, and so on round the 3-cycle. 
The equilateral triangles in the fundamental triangle point flexagon can be replaced by 
identical triangles of any shape without affecting the dynamic behaviour provided that 
the triangles are arranged so that they overlap exactly in intermediate positions.

Figure 6. Main position 3(1) of a paper model of the fundamental triangle point 
flexagon.

Three Meccano Point Flexagons

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Close up of two Meccano 2½ triangular plates hinged together by a 
Meccano cord loop. (a) Untwisted loop. (b) Loop twisted through 180.

The appearance of models of point flexagons can be improved by making the leaves 
from a stiff material, with the point hinges approximated by cord loops through holes 
near the vertices [4]. This also makes them less difficult to manipulate. Meccano 2½
triangular plates are reasonable models of isosceles triangles, and they can therefore 
be used to construct Meccano models of triangle point flexagons. The point hinges 
can be approximated by Meccano cord loops. Figure 7(a) shows a close up of two 
Meccano 2½ triangular plates hinged together adjacent to vertices by a cord loop.
Reef knots should be used, and loops should be adjusted so that the plates are about 
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⅛ (3 mm) apart when a loop is pulled taut. A little glue may be needed to prevent
knots unravelling during flexing. Cord loops do allow some twisting (Figure 7(b)), but 
this should be avoided during flexing.

A partially assembled fundamental triangle point flexagon made from Meccano 2�
triangular plates is shown in Figure 8. To complete assembly fanfold the leaves 
together and tie the last loop. There are two enantiomorphs so the fanfolding can be 
done in two ways. The flexagon is flexed in the same way as the paper version. As 
assembled it is in an intermediate position (Figure 9(a)). A main position is shown in 
Figure 9(b). The figure shows one of the enantiomorphs. With identical leaves there is 
nothing to identify the different positions, and the flexagon is of little interest. If 
desired, the flexagon could be numbered in the same way as the paper version by 
using sticky labels.

Figure 8. Partially assembled fundamental triangle point flexagon made from 
Meccano 2� triangular plates. To complete assembly fanfold the leaves 
together and tie the last loop. There are two enantiomorphs so the fanfolding 
can be done in two ways.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Fundamental triangle point flexagon made from Meccano 2� triangular 
plates. (a) Intermediate position. (b) Main position.

The flexagon can be made more interesting by using Meccano 2�  1� triangular 
flexible sheets of three different colours. This variant is shown partially assembled in
Figure 10. To complete assembly fanfold the leaves together and tie the last loop. 
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There are two enantiomorphs so the fanfolding can be done in two ways. Figures 10
and 11 show one of the enantiomorphs.

Figure 10. A partially assembled variant fundamental triangle point flexagon made 
from Meccano 2½  1½ triangular flexible sheets.

As assembled the flexagon is in intermediate position R(B)C (Figure 11(a)) where R 
indicates that the upper leaf is red, B that the lower leaf is blue, and C that the edge 
lengths of the upper leaf increase in the clockwise direction. If the flexagon is turned 
over the flexagon is in intermediate position B(R)A where A means anticlockwise. To 
flex round the 3-cycle shown in Figure 12 turn over the red leaf to reach main position 
R, where R indicates the colour of the single leaf. Then fold the red leaf underneath to 
reach intermediate position Y(R)C, and so on as shown by the arrows in the figure. 
The use of Meccano 2½  1½ triangular flexible sheets means that each of the main 
positions has a distinctive outline, and the dynamic behaviour of the flexagon is clear.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. A variant fundamental triangle point flexagon made from Meccano 2½ 
1½ triangular flexible sheets. (a) Intermediate position R(B)C. (b) Main 
position R.
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Figure 12. The 3-cycle of a variant fundamental triangle point flexagon made from 
Meccano 2½  1½ triangular flexible sheets.

Figure 13 A partially assembled variant triangle point flexagon with an adjacent link
made from Meccano 2½  1½ triangular flexible sheets. To complete 
assembly fold the red triangle onto the blue triangle, the yellow triangle 
onto the red triangle, the cream triangle onto the blue triangle, and join the 
cream triangle to the red triangle.
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Some more complicated triangle point flexagons are described in Reference [1]. One 
of them is a triangle point flexagon with an adjacent link. A partially assemble variant 
made from Meccano 2½  1½ triangular flexible sheets is shown in Figure 13. The 
leaves are interleaved rather than fanfolded. As assembled, the flexagon is in the 
intermediate position shown in Figure 14. The flexagon is flexed in the same way as a 
variant fundamental triangle point flexagon made from Meccano 2½  1½
triangular flexible sheets, but the dynamic behaviour is more complicated. There are 
three distinct ways in which the sheets can be joined together, and two distinct ways 
in which the leaves can be interleaved. Including enantiomorphs there are therefore 12 
variants even without taking colours into consideration.

Figure 14 Intermediate position of a variant triangle point flexagon with an adjacent 
link made from Meccano 2½  1½ triangular flexible sheets.

Closing Comments

There are many other possibilities. For example, completing the assembly of the 
variant point flexagon shown in Figure 13 by fanfolding the leaves, rather than 
interleaving them, leads to a different type of point flexagon with different dynamic 
behaviour. This point flexagon is an untwisted band so there is no enantiomorph. The 
number of possibilities increases rapidly as the number of leaves in a triangle point
flexagon increases
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